Healthy + Safe
Improving Golden Lane
Estate for pedestrians
and cyclists
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Change in
the City
In April 2020 the government changed road traffic regulations in order to encourage local
authorities to modify highway layouts to encourage active travel. The City of London Corporation
took up the challenge and passed a radical transport strategy. This was followed a day later by a
TFL announcement of a cycle and pedestrian-friendly strategy for the whole of London. In August
the government announced further financial measures in support of cycling.
In October in advance of launching its Climate Action Strategy, the City of London conducted a
survey of attitudes by residents, visitors and workersi. More than 2,600 people responded to the
Climate Action feedback survey. Over three quarters said that climate change should be extremely
important to the City of London Corporation. When asked to select up to three changes that they
would welcome:
•
•
•

59% backed better cycling provisions
59% also selected renewable energy
53% chose more green roofs and walls.

Visitors, workers and those under 35 prioritised better cycling provisions, with homeowners within
the Square Mile keen to see measures to reduce waste. Over half said they would personally
prioritise reducing their household waste and using renewable energy. Initiatives such as lowcarbon deliveries and changing the way they travel were also popular.
At the end of October, the City of London published London Recharged: Our Vision for London in
2025ii. Section 5: A vision for London’s built environment: a detailed case study outlined the
following aspiration, ‘99% of all above ground journeys of less than 1 km are carried out by
walking, running, or cycling’.
In September, the City of London published a Climate Change Planiii which sets out a £68m
investment in tackling the climate emergency in the Square Mile.
This report looks at one aspect of tackling climate change and improving health – the meeting
point between the desire to cycle safely and the practical impediment to doing so.
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Background
Recognising these changes and seeing that there was an increase in residents cycling as part of
their daily life, a group of Golden Lane residents surveyed fellow residents; looked at existing
provision; and is now making recommendations for improving facilities in line with current thinking
about active travel. This is with the intention of seeking funding to improve the safety, standard
and overall provision of cycle storage on the estate.
Golden Lane Estate is one of the City’s major housing developments. It is an estate with health at
its heart. Conceived in the post-war period by the City of London Corporation as a way of bringing
essential workers back into the City, it took a pioneering approach to housing by creating a
swimming pool, sports centre and tennis courts all of which were and are still available at low cost
to residents and workers. Golden Lane is home to around 700 people and prompted by the
pandemic there has been an explosion in running, walking and cycling.
As we endure the third lockdown, how we stay healthy in the City could not be more relevant to
residents, visitors and everyone with an interest in the way that London and Londoners survives
the COVID-19 crisis.
This project addresses active travel. It seeks to build on the initiatives taken by the City of London,
TFL and central government by maximising the impact of the changes in active travel to ensure
that those who want to change their lifestyle are not put off from doing so by poor storage of
cycles.
Golden Lane has
• 384 one-bedroom flats
• 174 two or three-bedroom flats
• the need for 14 visitor bike racks
Most people keep their cycles at home: under the stairs, in the living room or on the balcony. If
Golden Lane was ‘new build’, based on TFL recommendationsiv, it would have 745 bicycle spaces.
In fact, it has just 47 racks/94 spaces, almost all are in poor condition, difficult to access or in
locations that are wet and dirty.
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Survey of
residents
In August 2020 a survey was sent to all Golden Lane residents. 119 returned the survey. Key
findings are set out below.

WHAT IS YOUR MAIN REASON FOR NOT CYCLING?
Not answered
2%

Don't own or have
access to a bike
13%

Assume cycle as much
as want to
15%

Other
8%

Safety concerns
15%

Storage/parking when out and about 5%

Poor weather
8%
Storage/parking at home
13%

Think I'm too old
7%

Not interested/don't want
to
6%

Not confident
2%
Behaviour of
motorists/other cyclists…
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IF YOU HAVE A BIKE, WHERE IS IT
KEPT?

Sheds or garages
on the estate
21%

Attached to railings outside or
nearby my flat
4%
In a designated
bike store or
rack on the
estate
19%

Inside my flat
(including the
balcony)
56%

HOW DO YOU SEE YOUSELF WHEN IT
COMES TO RIDING A BIKE?
I am new or
returning to
riding a bike
6%
I am an
occasional bike
rider
17%

I am an
experienced bike
rider
32%

I don't ride a bike
and don't want
to
24%

I don't currently
have a bike but
would like to
21%

5
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Room for
improvement
Golden Lane was built with a small number of bike racks and storage spaces. All of these have
been surveyed and audited. The number of racks is low, the quality of storage is poor, and the
safety of the locations a cause for concern. Total current bike parking is set out below. There are
47 cycle stands. Issues arising from the analysis include poor or no lighting; lack of security;
unused and broken bikes; and storage which is open to the elements.

1
6

HATFIELD HOUSE

ANALYSIS
Locked brick walled/timber walled
enclosure, at the end of the block.
Locked timber gate, but the gate
has swollen and the hinge is
broken so very difficult to open!
Padlock: key held by cyclist
+estate office
Triangular – wedge shaped plan.
Dimensions narrow end 1600,
end with gate 3100d x 4300 w
Area is open (no roof) Not visible
Level access from the street
No of cycle stands
Storage capacity
No of bikes parked inc 1 x child’s
Under cover
Well overlooked
CCTV in place
Good lighting
Electric supply available

3
6
3
No
No
No
No
No
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CRESCENT HOUSE

7

ANALYSIS
Caged area off entrance extending
under stairs.
Locked grille door into area
Dimensions 3730 d x 7500 w
Area is open (no roof) - floods in
heavy rain.
Visible from the stairs/access hall
Level access from the street
No of cycle stands min 2
bikes/rack
Storage capacity + informal
parking against railings.
No of bikes parked inc 1 x child’s
Under cover only under stairs see
notes
Well overlooked
CCTV in place
Good lighting
Electric supply available

3A

GREAT ARTHUR HOUSE 1

9
18
17
Limited
Yes
?
OK
No

ANALYSIS
Open area in entrance hall
Access via glazed entrance door
Residents’ fob key
Dimensions 5780d (O/A) x 4450w
Area is covered
Visible - in the entrance hall
Access from the street via a ramp
No of cycle stands
(4 in a line and 1 freestanding)
Storage capacity
No of bikes parked (incs 1 x
child’s):
7 not used
Covered
Well overlooked
CCTV in place
Good lighting
Electric supply available

5
10
13

Yes
No
?
Yes
?
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GREAT ARTHUR HOUSE 2

8

ANALYSIS
Open area in stair hall
Access via glazed entrance door
Residents key fob
Dimensions 2630 d x 3640 w
Area is covered
Visible - in stair hall
Access from the street via a ramp
No of cycle stands min 2
bikes/rack Storage capacity +
informal parking against post
No of bikes parked inc 2 x child’s
6 not used inc 2 no dumped
Covered
Well overlooked
CCTV in place
Good lighting
Electric supply available

4

CUTHBERT HARROWING HOUSE

2
4
10
Yes
No
No
Yes
?

ANALYSIS
Open area in basement of stair hall
Access via glazed entrance door
Residents’ fob key
Dimensions 5100d o/a x 2570w
Area is covered
Not visible - in ground floor stair
hall
Access: in basement via ramp
No of cycle stands
Storage capacity
+ informal parking under stairs
No of bikes parked inc 2 x child’s
Covered
Well overlooked
CCTV in place
Good lighting
Electric supply available

5
10
8
Yes
No
?
OK
?
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BOWATER HOUSE

9

ANALYSIS
Interior store at lower ground floor
level
Access via glazed entrance door
Padlock: key held by bike owners
Dimensions 8800d o/a x 4130w
Area is covered
Visible from the street
Access from the street via a ramp
No of cycle stands min 2
bikes/rack
Storage capacity
+ informal parking
Cargo bike store
No of bikes parked inc 4 x child’s
7 not use
Covered
Visible from street
CCTV in place
Good lighting
External light over entrance
Electric supply available

12
24

18

Yes
Yes
?
Poor
Yes
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BAYER HOUSE/STANLEY COHEN
HOUSE

10

ANALYSIS
Interior store at lower ground floor
level
Access via glazed entrance door
automatically opening from stair
lobby but locked from inside with
gates to rear garden opens from
inside only
Residents key fob
Dimensions 4120d x5030w o/a
Area is covered visible from the
rear garden
Access from the rear garden via a
ramp
No of cycle stands
+ Stand in basement stair lobby
Storage capacity
+ Parking in stair lobby
No of bikes parked inc 2 x child’s
1 not used
Covered
Overlooked
CCTV in place
Good lighting
External light over entrance door
Electric supply available

7

STANLEY COHEN EXTERNAL

4
1
8
2

Yes
Yes
No
Poor
?

ANALYSIS
External bike parking under
Stanley Cohen House at
street level adjacent to Golden
Lane
Area is covered but open to the
sides and
visible from the street
No of cycle stands
Storage capacity
No of bikes parked
Covered, sides open
Overlooked
CCTV in place
Good lighting: from street
Electric supply available

2
4
4
Yes
No
No
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BASTERFIELD HOUSE

11

ANALYSIS
Interior store at lower ground floor
level
Access via glazed entrance door
unlocked from stair lobby with
gates to rear garden opens from
inside only
Residents key fob to main
entrance
Dimensions 3430d x 4190w
Area is covered visible from the
rear garden
No of cycle stands
+ Stands in basement stair lobby
Storage capacity
+ stands in stair lobby
No of bikes parked inc 1 x child’s
Covered
Overlooked
CCTV in place
Good lighting
External light over entrance door
Electric supply available

4
2
8
4
7
Yes
Yes
No
Poor
?
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Opportunities
for change
There are many areas in and around the estates that would offer safe and accessible locations for
new bike storage on both a short and long-term basis. Here is a selection.

18 potential sites have been identified. The Estate is Listed grade II and II2*. The landscape has
recently been added to the Historic England Register. For this reason, not all of these potential
sites will be acceptable to the authorities and discussion with the planning authority is needed.
Sites have been graded in three ways:
1. Simple external location suitable for basic installation
2. Internal spaces that can accommodate more secure bike storage and should be acceptable to
the planning authorities
3. More contentious or difficult location
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Hatfield/Baltic Street West

13

Analysis
Suitable for:
Cycle racks - bespoke design for shelters,
seating & landscape improvements
Storage capacity

NOTES
Needs Significant design input

2

Hatfield Undercroft

Level access from the street or via
ramp
Impedes pedestrian movement across
estate
Under cover
Well overlooked.
CCTV in place
Good lighting
Impact on listed building/landscape
setting
Impact on highways access/parking
Electric supply available

3

Hatfield South

NOTES:
Simple installation but only useful for
limited number of flats

Yes
No
No
Yes
Part
No
Limited
Limited
No

Analysis
Suitable for:
Cycle racks/shared locker/private
locker/bespoke enclosure
Dimensions 1330 by 3500
Storage capacity

NOTES:
Needs design input

10 < 20

Level access from the street or via
ramp
Impedes pedestrian movement across
estate
Under cover.
Well overlooked.
CCTV in place.
Good lighting.
Impact on listed building/landscape
setting.
Impact on highways access/parking
Electric supply available
Analysis
Suitable for:
Cycle racks or single hoops for residents
& visitors to LG floor in Hatfield
Storage capacity
Level access from the street or via a
ramp
Impedes pedestrian movement across
estate
Under cover.
Well overlooked.
CCTV in place.
Good lighting.
Impact on listed building/landscape
setting.
Impact on highways access/parking.
Electric supply available.

4>8
No
steps
Limited
Yes
Limited
Yes
No
Limited
Limited.
Possible

14

No
Limited
No
Limited
No
No
Limited
Limited
No
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Basterfield Service Road/School hall

NOTES:
Simple to implement with design input
AFTER COSTRUCTION COMPLETE

5

Basterfield below ground storage room

14

Analysis
Suitable for:
Cycle shelters/shared lockers/private
lockers?
Storage capacity
Level access from the street or via ramp
Impedes pedestrian movement across
estate.
Under cover
Well overlooked
CCTV in place
Good lighting
Impact on listed building/landscape
setting
Impact on highways access/parking
Electric supply available

Analysis
Suitable for:
Cycle racks/shared lockers/private lockers
Dimensions & storage capacity (no. of
bikes)

TBA
Yes
Limited
No
Yes
No
No
Limited
Limited
No

TBA
2 steps

NOTES:
Simple to implement with some

6

Sir Ralph Perring/Allotments

NOTES:
Simple installation

Level access from the street or via
ramp.
Impedes pedestrian movement across
estate.
Under cover.
Well overlooked.
CCTV in place.
Good lighting
Impact on listed building/landscape
setting.
Impact on highways access/parking.
Electric supply available.

Analysis
Suitable for:
Cycle racks – Sheffield stands for visitors
Storage capacity
Level access from the street or via
ramp.
Impedes pedestrian movement across
estate
Under cover
Well overlooked
CCTV in place
Good lighting
Impact on listed building/landscape
setting
Impact on highways access/parking
Electric supply available

Limited
Yes
No
Possible
Yes
No
Limited
Possible

4 <8

Yes
Limited
No
Yes
No
No
Limited
Limited
No
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Tennis Courts/Leisure Centre

NOTES:
Simple installation

8

Below shops/access road

NOTES:
Relatively simple to implement with some
design input
Requires survey for manholes etc
Possibly relocate parking to other side of
access road

15

Analysis
Suitable for:
Cycle racks – Sheffield stands between
planters
Dimension 2250 wide x 1800 deep x 5no
Storage capacity
Level access from the street or via
ramp
Impedes pedestrian movement across
estate
Under cover
Well overlooked
CCTV in place
Good lighting
Impact on listed building/landscape
setting
Impact on highways access/parking
Electric supply available
Analysis
Suitable for:
Cycle lockers or vertical racks
4 no. similar bays
Dimension of brick panel:
2200w x 1150d to edge of column (2m
kerb) x 2m high
Storage capacity possibly lockers
Level access from the street or via
ramp
Impedes pedestrian movement across
estate
Under cover
Well overlooked
CCTV in place
Good lighting
Impact on listed building/landscape
setting
Impact on highways access/parking
Electric supply available

20 + 6

Yes
Limited
No
Daytime
No?
Yes
Limited
Limited
No

16

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Limited
Limited
Possible
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Garages below podium

NOTES:
Simple installation
Estate office to confirm number available
Particularly suitable for inaccessible garages
1 to 14

10

Tennis courts by service road

NOTES:
Occasional requirement for scaffold for
maintenance of blocks above
Simple installation some design input

11

Storage area (previous fuel store)

NOTES:
Requires access for survey of capacity
Simple to implement with design input

16

Analysis
Suitable for:
Cycle lockers or racks
Dimension garage:2514s x 5245l x 4908h
Storage capacity
Level access from the street or via
ramp
Impedes pedestrian movement across
estate
Under cover
Well overlooked
CCTV in place
Good lighting
Impact on listed building/landscape
setting
Impact on highways access/parking
Electric supply available

Analysis
Suitable for:
New tree planters with possible cycle
racks between (as by leisure centre)
Storage capacity
Level access from the street or via
ramp
Impedes pedestrian movement across
estate.
Under cover.
Well overlooked
CCTV in place
Good lighting
Impact on listed building/landscape
setting.
Impact on highways access/parking.
Electric supply available.
Analysis
Suitable for:
Cycle racks or lockers
Storage capacity
Level access from the street or via
ramp
Impedes pedestrian movement across
estate.
Under cover.
Well overlooked
CCTV in place
Good lighting
Impact on listed building/landscape
setting.
Impact on highways access/parking.
Electric supply available

TBA

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
Possible

TBA
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No

TBA

Yes
No
Yes
No
Possible
Possible
No
No
Possible
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Great Arthur House/Cuthbert Harrowing

NOTES:
Temporary electrical supply box to be
removed
Requires significant design input.

13

Storage areas within Great Arthur House

NOTES:
Requires access for survey of capacity
Simple to implement with design input

14

Cuthbert Harrowing South

NOTES:
Steps could be
provided with stair
ramp like this:

17

Analysis
Suitable for:
Bespoke design with new landscaping
and tree planting, cycle racks/lockers,
seating and lighting.
Storage capacity
Level access from the street or via
ramp.
Impedes pedestrian movement across
estate
Under cover.
Well overlooked.
CCTV in place.
Good lighting.
Impact on listed building/landscape
setting.
Impact on highways access/parking.
Electric supply available

Analysis
Suitable for:
Racks or lockers
Storage capacity
Level access from the street or via
ramp.
Impedes pedestrian movement across
estate
Under cover.
Well overlooked.
CCTV in place.
Good lighting.
Impact on listed building/landscape
setting.
Impact on highways access/parking.
Electric supply available

Analysis
Suitable for:
Cycle racks or single hoops attached to
retaining wall
Storage capacity
Level access from the street or via
ramp.
Impedes pedestrian movement across
estate
Under cover.
Well overlooked.
CCTV in place.
Good lighting.
Impact on listed building/landscape
setting.
Impact on highways access/parking.
Electric supply available

TBA

Yes
Limited
No
Partially
No
No
Possibly
No
No

TBA

Yes
No
Yes
No
No
Yes?
No
No
Yes

10

5 steps
No
No
Yes
No
No
Limited
No
No
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Bowater South

NOTES:

16

Great Arthur House/Community Centre
car park

18

Analysis
Suitable for:
Cycle racks or single hoops attached to
retaining wall
Storage capacity
Level access from the street or via
ramp.
Impedes pedestrian movement across
estate
Under cover.
Well overlooked.
CCTV in place.
Good lighting.
Impact on listed building/landscape
setting.
Impact on highways access/parking.
Electric supply available

Yes
No
No
Yes
No
No
Limited
No
No

Analysis
Suitable for:
Possible bespoke design with racks,
seating & landscape improvements to
restore original design intent and remove
some or all of the parking.
Dimensions & storage capacity (no. of
bikes)
Level access from the street or via
ramp.
Impedes pedestrian movement across
estate
Under cover.
Well overlooked.
CCTV in place.
Good lighting.
Impact on listed building/landscape
setting.
Impact on highways access/parking.
Electric supply available

NOTES:
Visitor parking outside community centre with
Sheffield stands quick fix
Longer term needs design input

TBA

TBA

Yes
Limited
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Possible
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Stanley Cohen/Bayer

NOTES:
Next to the existing cycle store
Relatively simple to implement with some
design input
18

Golden Lane

NOTES:
Requires significant design input
18

Golden Lane - continued

NOTES:
Simple installation

19

Analysis
Suitable for:
Possible racks or lockers in the corner
below Stanley Cohen House, away from
the pond.
Dimensions: Approx 4500 wide by 2700
deep
Storage capacity
Level access from the street or via
ramp.
Impedes pedestrian movement across
estate
Under cover.
Well overlooked.
CCTV in place.
Good lighting.
Impact on listed building/landscape
setting.
Impact on highways access/parking.
Electric supply available
Analysis
Suitable for:
Bespoke design with cycle racks, shelters
& trees including within parking bays.
Storage capacity (no. of bikes)
Level access from the street or via
ramp.
Impedes pedestrian movement across
estate
Under cover.
Well overlooked.
CCTV in place.
Good lighting.
Impact on listed building/landscape
setting.
Impact on highways access/parking.
Electric supply available
Analysis
Suitable for:
Possibility of “quick win” locations for
Sheffield stands below Stanley Cohen
e.g. by entrance to Bayer House
Storage capacity
Level access from the street or via
ramp
Impedes pedestrian movement across
estate
Under cover
Well overlooked
CCTV in place
Good lighting
Impact on listed building/landscape
setting
Impact on highways access/parking
Electric supply available

TBA

Yes
Limited
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Possible

TBA

Yes
No
Partially
Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
Possible

TBA

Yes
No
Partially
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Possible
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Sports hall

NOTES:
Relatively simple to implement with design
input

20

Analysis
Suitable for:
Possibility enclosure with gates to form
new cycle store with lockers.
Storage capacity
Level access from the street or via
ramp
Impedes pedestrian movement across
estate
Under cover
Well overlooked
CCTV in place
Good lighting
Impact on listed building/landscape
setting
Impact on highways access/parking
Electric supply available

TBA

Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
Yes
No
Possible
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Potential equipment
We have researched the market for suitable equipment to provide secure storage

Simple hoops or Sheffield stands
Currently used and sit well with the listed status of the estate

Parking racks
Provide more security and allow more bikes to be parked in areas.

Lockers
For more secure parking lockers provide space for ancillary equipment like helmets and pumps. Only for
internal locations. Existing stores or garages

21
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Cages
For a number of bikes with racks inside. Often used in car parking spaces. Of limited use on the estate,
could be in basement carpark.

22
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Next steps
1. Costing of refurbishment and new locations in liaison with COLPAI project
manager cost consultants
2. Request to the City of London to audit current cycle use and remove all disused
and damaged bikes
3. Confirm approval of the project by the City of London Housing Department
4. Funding application to the City Bridge Trust Community Infrastructure Levy
scheme
5. Discussion with planning authority about suitability of proposed new cycle parking
sites.
6. Consideration of wider public realm improvements on the edges of the estate in
conversation with City of London, London Borough of Islington and Sustrans
(which is currently retained by COL to address a range of street improvements) –
conversations have taken place with Sustrans which has funding for a small codesigned project in Golden Lane. A consultation meeting is due to take place in
February.
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Instagram: greengoldenlane
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